Abstract: Nonverbal cues play a vital role in contributing to how emotions are perceived, especially by outgroups. In this study, a cross-cultural perception experiment of Spanish Synthetic Expressive Voices (SEV) was conducted to investigate the perception rate among different groups of Asians towards the SEV. Ten (10) subjects from each ethnic group namely Japanese, Chinese, Vietnamese, and Malaysians participated in this test. The subjects were required to listen to and categorize the SEV corpus which contains 260 utterances with 4 emotions (anger, happiness, sadness, and surprise) and the neutral speech in different intensities and durations. Overall, the results indicate that duration and intensity of speech plays a significant role in perception. This paper concludes that listeners' perceptions are influenced by a speaker's nonverbal expression and it is important that these features (duration and intensity of speech) are considered when modelling synthetic speech for artificial agents in real-time applications in a cross-cultural user environment.
Introduction
Nonverbal communication is defined as interaction without language. Thus, vocal sounds that are not words, such as grunts or singing a wordless note, are nonverbal [1] . The human voice contains a rich source of nonverbal vocal expressive cues which come in different forms such as tone (prosodic expressions), breathing sounds, crying, hums, grunts, laughter, shrieks, and sighs (e.g., paralinguistic cues) [2, 3] . Extensive reviews have established that the prosodic expressions of basic emotions-such as anger, fear, happiness, and sadness-are elicited by the acoustic patterns of cues related to pitch, intensity, voice quality, durations, and speed rates [4, 5] .
Listeners are able to interpret the emotional content of prosodic variations across languages and cultural differences with accuracy above chance [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Studies on speech particularly suggest that the perception of prosodic expressions has a universal component, although further meta-analyses have attested that judges rated expressions from people of their own culture (in-group) more accurately than they did with unfamiliar cultures [4, 10] . Interactions with in-group members (people from the same culture) are characterized by a sense of intimacy, familiarity, and trust while interactions with out-group members (people from a different culture) lack these qualities.
The current study focuses on listener's perception of vocal emotion expressed in synthesized voices based on nonverbal vocal cues. Nonverbal cues play an important role for speakers and listeners to express and recognize emotions. To achieve this goal, we conducted a case study using the Spanish Synthetic Expressive Voices database (SEV) [11] to measure the emotion perception accuracy among spoken words than slower rates do [20] . Slow speech rate influences the accuracy rate of translating information because it allows the listener more time to process the message [21] .
Many researchers have also acknowledged that the experiences differ. "Listening to someone speaking clearly on a subject you know in a language you understand is a quite different than hearing someone say the same thing in a language you do not understand", McCulloch, 1993 (p. 46 [22] ). In-group and out-group speakers of a language hold presumptions with regard to foreign speech-a notion perhaps due to the low intelligibility or complexity of accented speech by native speakers. Such biases may even apply to native speakers with a dialect different from the standard language, thus triggering misperception and discrimination [23] . Regional dialect can be a strong predictor of between-speaker variation in emotion recognition rate. A language spoken in a particular accent with specific intonation or timing properties thus contains important cues that need to be considered when modelling synthetic speech that contributes to the perception of emotion, especially to out-group listeners [9] . Language and individuality are not independent. The way of speaking (including how one pronounces particular sounds, how one conjugates verbs, speaking in a sing-song voice, and the formality of one's language) and the use of nonverbal behavior (e.g., gestures, use of the eyes and hands) differ from one culture to another [24, 25] .
With the advancement of technology, the use of artificial agents in various fields such as learning, banking and entertainment has become a norm [26] . Hence, these agents are expected to be equipped with the ability to communicate and respond with users based on their social and cultural background [27] . The voice of an agent as well as its embodiment has a strong impact on human perception [28] . Thus, artificial agents capable of natural language interactions are essential for establishing a trustable and comfortable environment for users of different ethnic backgrounds.
The work presented in this paper contributes to the view that human-like agents enhance the processes of social interpretation and evaluation, whereby the use of natural language-in particular speech variability and cultural features-are important factors that should be considered when modelling agents in a cross-cultural setting.
Experiment
A listening test was conducted to study the perception of emotional states using the Spanish Synthetic Expressive Voices (SEV) database [29] . This initial experiment was conducted with 55 evaluators who were native Spanish speakers aged between 15-65 years old. The setting of the experiment and evaluation procedure for this initial experiment may have varied from the current experimental method.
The Corpus
The Spanish Synthetic Expressive Voices (SEV) is a multimedia and multi-purpose database designed for research on emotional speech. The SEV used for this experiment is an acted expressive speech compendium using multi-emotion speakers which was produced and recorded by Grupo de Technología del Habla (GTH)-Speech Technology Group, University Politécnica de Madrid, Spain [30] .
The SEV is a Spanish emotional speech corpus consisting of both a male and a female speaker recorded in several emotional states, including neutral speech. All the texts used for this corpus were devoid of emotional content. Out of all the available data, only the male speaker's voice in four emotions (anger, happiness, sadness, and surprise) and the neutral speech were considered for this experiment.
This speech corpus used was recorded using a professional male voice actor to produce utterances that contain 20 Spanish sentences in 3 intensities (0.5, 1.00, 1.25 decibels) for each category of emotions. Each sentence has 1 utterance in neutral state and 3 utterances (duration: 0.02-0.06 s) in 4 emotions (anger, happiness, sadness, and surprise). Therefore, in total, 260 sentences were used in this experiment.
The recording of the SEV was done in high quality acquisition set-up in a recording acoustic treated chamber. The equipment used was able to record 20 audio channels and a video signal at the same time. All audio, video recordings in this speech corpus (SEV) were fine-tuned using computer applications to establish quality speech with natural emotional content. The SEV has also been labelled (phonetically) automatically using suitable software [30] .
Subjects
This experiment was conducted with a total of 40 subjects from 4 different ethnic groups: Japanese, Chinese, Vietnamese and Malaysians (10 subjects per ethnic group). The subjects were University students aged between 20-30 years old. All the subjects did not have exposure to or understand the Spanish language.
Method
In this experiment, only voice modality was used to investigate the perception rate among different ethnic groups. The subjects were asked to listen to the expressive utterances (SEV) and then identify the perceived emotions. The listening test was conducted in a sound-proof audio room to eliminate noise. The experiments with Japanese, Chinese, and Vietnamese subjects were conducted at the audio room at the Unoki & Akagi Laboratory, Japan Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (JAIST), whereas the experiment with the Malaysian subjects took place at the audio room at the School of Computer Sciences, Universiti Sains Malaysia. Both experiments were conducted under similar environments and settings.
The subjects were asked to use a headphone to listen to the audio files. The total time taken by each subject for this experiment was approximately 45 min. The subjects were let to proceed in the experiment at their own pace and were allowed to repeat the same audio file as many times as desired before recording their results and proceeding to the next audio file. Every subject was exposed to the same environment when the listening test was conducted, as shown in Figure 1 . 
Subjects
Method
Results and Discussion
The data collected from the listening test were analyzed statistically in SPSS [31] . The emotion perception accuracies were calculated using the F1-measure because the numbers of records were not equal in each emotion class. The differences between variables-ethnic, duration, and intensitywere analyzed with the univariate analysis of variance (ANOVA) while the multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was applied to explore the interaction between the independent variables obtained from the experiment conducted for the "Simple4All" project [29] . These results have not been included in the ANOVA or MANOVA analysis for assessment because the experiment was conducted in the earlier phase and did not include assessment of more fine grain features such as intensities and duration. 
The data collected from the listening test were analyzed statistically in SPSS [31] . The emotion perception accuracies were calculated using the F1-measure because the numbers of records were not equal in each emotion class. The differences between variables-ethnic, duration, and intensity-were analyzed with the univariate analysis of variance (ANOVA) while the multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was applied to explore the interaction between the independent variables obtained from the experiment conducted for the "Simple4All" project [29] . These results have not been included in the ANOVA or MANOVA analysis for assessment because the experiment was conducted in the earlier phase and did not include assessment of more fine grain features such as intensities and duration. Table 1 illustrates the confusion matrices of emotion perception by the five ethnic groups: Spanish, Japanese, Chinese, Vietnamese, and Malaysian. The following subsections discuss the results according to the ethnic groups. A graphical comparison in percentages between the actual emotion perception accuracy by the five ethic groups is illustrated in Figure 2 . Certainly, the perception results by Spanish subjects (refer to Table 1 ) should be higher than other ethnic groups due to the in-group advantage [10] . However, results obtained by Lorenzo-Trueba et al. (2012) showed that Spanish subjects-the in-group listeners-could only identify two emotions more accurately: sadness at 78.10% and anger at 71.20%. Though Spanish listeners in our study could recognize neutral state with good accuracy (76.30%), Vietnamese listeners could identify the neutral state better at 84.00%. The fact that some groups from different Spanish regions express emotions more or less intensely [32] may explain the lower perception accuracies. For example, Spanish persons from Castilla are often thought to be more "serious" and "dramatic" whereas those from other regions may rarely use neutral tones as that is thought to be too serious [33] . Therefore, significant differences in results might be projected when subjects from different regions are asked to categorize the emotions. The results also showed some level of confusion among Spanish listeners when classifying happiness and surprise emotions, which were identified with much lower recognition rates at 32.70% and 38.10%, respectively. This could be due to the limitations of the synthetic speech, that produced a single joint emotion for happy surprise emotions where the Spanish listeners might have thought to be listening to happy surprised voices [30] . Attributes of both the emotions are high-pitched and lay closely in the valence-arousal emotional space, which may have caused the confusion [34] . Similarly, confusion while perceiving anger, neutral and sadness could be also influenced by the intensity of the utterances (from the SEV) which might have been inconsistent. This may be caused by the synthesized speech which is mostly distinguished by a lower accuracy, unnatural prosody and may lack the required expressiveness [35] .
Overall Results on Emotion Perception

Out-Group Perception Results (Asians)
The Asian listeners perceived neutral and sadness at the highest recognition rates. They mainly perceived anger as neutral, happiness as anger or surprise, and neutral as sadness or happiness. Although the Asians showed almost similar tendencies in perceiving the different emotions and confusion (refer to Table 1), significant differences between the ethnic groups were noted:
•
In general, anger is less acceptable in Asian cultures [36] ; this is reflected by the perception rates of anger in the present experiment where Asians significantly perceived anger less than the Spanish. The lowest perception rate of anger was scored by the Japanese listeners, which is statistically significantly less than the Chinese (p = 0.002) and Malaysians (at p < 0.001). This finding is in line with findings of previous studies, where Japanese typically tend to avoid negative outcomes and thus engage in fewer negative emotions [37, 38] . Evidence suggests that generally Asians suppress their negative emotions when perceiving out-group emotions, but not positive emotions such as happiness [39] . In this study, it was noted that all Asian groups perceived happiness higher than the Spanish listeners.
• Noticeably, Malaysians perceived Spanish surprise and anger more accurately than the other Asian ethnics. They perceived surprise statistically significantly higher than Japanese (at p < 0.05) and Chinese (at p = 0.001), whereas anger was perceived statistically significantly higher than the Japanese (p < 0.001) and Vietnamese (p < 0.005). Studies by Hei et al. [40] showed that Malaysians tend to be more expressive in showing high-arousal emotions such as surprise and anger compared to other Asian ethnicities. The results also showed some level of confusion among Spanish listeners when classifying happiness and surprise emotions, which were identified with much lower recognition rates at 32.70% and 38.10%, respectively. This could be due to the limitations of the synthetic speech, that produced a single joint emotion for happy surprise emotions where the Spanish listeners might have thought to be listening to happy surprised voices [30] . Attributes of both the emotions are high-pitched and lay closely in the valence-arousal emotional space, which may have caused the confusion [34] . Similarly, confusion while perceiving anger, neutral and sadness could be also influenced by the intensity of the utterances (from the SEV) which might have been inconsistent. This may be caused by the synthesized speech which is mostly distinguished by a lower accuracy, unnatural prosody and may lack the required expressiveness [35] .
Out-Group Perception Results (Asians)
•
• Noticeably, Malaysians perceived Spanish surprise and anger more accurately than the other Asian ethnics. They perceived surprise statistically significantly higher than Japanese (at p < 0.05) and Chinese (at p = 0.001), whereas anger was perceived statistically significantly higher than the Japanese (p < 0.001) and Vietnamese (p < 0.005). Studies by Hei et al. [40] showed that Malaysians tend to be more expressive in showing high-arousal emotions such as surprise and anger compared to other Asian ethnicities.
Analysis on Cultural Perception-Duration of Speech
One-way MANOVA analysis with the four durations as factors and the four emotions as dependent variables showed a statistically significant difference between the different groups of durations (F (12, 87.6) = 2.37, p = 0.01, Wilk's Λ = 0.475, partial η2 = 0.220). Figure 3 illustrates the overall mean for emotion recognition rate by four Asian ethnic groups in four different durations. Asians found it difficult to perceive emotions in utterances with a duration longer than 0.04 s. A post-hoc analysis revealed that at duration 0.06 s, happiness and sadness were perceived statistically significantly lower than those perceived in other durations (p < 0.05). Surprise was also perceived to be statistically significantly lower at duration 0.06 s than at duration 0.02 s. The four emotions were perceived best at different durations: happiness at duration 0.03 s with a perception mean of 39.33 (a mark slightly higher than the perception mean at duration 0.04 s (39.15) 
One-way MANOVA analysis with the four durations as factors and the four emotions as dependent variables showed a statistically significant difference between the different groups of durations (F (12, 87.6) = 2.37, p = 0.01, Wilk's Λ = 0.475, partial η2 = 0.220). Figure 3 illustrates the overall mean for emotion recognition rate by four Asian ethnic groups in four different durations. Asians found it difficult to perceive emotions in utterances with a duration longer than 0.04 s. A posthoc analysis revealed that at duration 0.06 s, happiness and sadness were perceived statistically significantly lower than those perceived in other durations (p < 0.05). Surprise was also perceived to be statistically significantly lower at duration 0.06 s than at duration 0.02 s. The four emotions were perceived best at different durations: happiness at duration 0.03 s with a perception mean of 39.33 (a mark slightly higher than the perception mean at duration 0.04 s (39.15) ), sadness at duration 0.04 s (75.83), surprise at duration 0.02 s (42.19) , and anger at 0.02 s (37.61). 
Analysis on Cultural Perception-Intensity of Speech
A one-way MANOVA analysis was conducted to explore the significance of differences between the three intensities in perceiving the four emotions. The results showed statistically significant differences between the different intensities (F (8, 68) = 37.45, p < 0.001, Wilk's Λ = 0.034, partial η2 = 0.815). Figure 4 shows that higher intensity could yield a better perception rate. A post-hoc analysis reported that all the emotions were perceived correctly at intensity 1 and intensity 1.25 decibels statistically significantly higher than at intensity 0.5 decibel (at p ≤ 0.001). Though the perception means at intensity 1.25 decibels were higher for sadness and surprise and lower for happiness than perception means at intensity 1 decibel, the differences were not significant. Only anger was perceived correctly at intensity 1.25 decibels statistically significantly higher than at intensity 1 decibel (p < 0.05). In general, the results projected that the higher intensity gave a higher perception rate for all ethnic groups. 
Analysis on Cultural Perception-Interaction between Ethnic, Duration and Intensity
A two-way MANOVA analysis was conducted on the different independent variables to investigate the effect of different combinations on perceiving emotions. The analysis revealed no significant interaction effect between intensity and duration or ethnic and duration variables, but did so between ethnic and intensity variables. A statistically significant ethnic x intensity multivariate main effect was also noted on perceiving the different emotions (F (24, 88.43) = 2.19, p = 0.004, Wilks' Λ = 0.196). The univariate analysis revealed that the significant effect was in perceiving surprise (at p = 0.001) and anger (p < 0.001). The means in Figure 5 indicate that although the Malaysians perceived surprise correctly higher than the Vietnamese and statistically significantly higher than the Japanese (p < 0.05) and Chinese (p < 0.001) at intensity 0.5 and intensity 1 decibels, they perceived surprise less at intensity 1.25 decibels. Other ethnic groups showed a direct proportion between the intensity and the mean of perceiving emotion.
The results illustrated in Figure 5 show that intensity of speech could lead to inaccurate perception by out-group listeners. Experiments by Lee et al. [41] found that, in Mandarin Chinese, syllables were lower in pitch and intensity. The Japanese language and similar languages such as Chinese and Vietnamese language, have vowel lengths that are phonemic such that shortening or lengthening spoken vowels changes word meanings [42] . Hence, the different features of utterances in Spanish may have influenced the perception rate among the different ethnic groups. The different melodic and acoustic patterns in languages spoken by Asians could be one of the main reasons of variation in results for the duration and intensity factors. These factors should be taken as a main consideration during the implementation of conversational artificial agents in any domain. Figure 5 shows the significant effect of intensity in perceiving anger by the Chinese ethnic group. Although the Chinese recorded the lowest perception mean of anger at intensity 0.5 decibel, they perceived the same emotion better than the other races at intensity 0.5 and intensity 1 decibels. 
Conclusions
Speech contains rich information beyond what is said, such as the speaker's emotion. Accurately recognizing these emotions is important when developing effective human-machine applications. Translation of speech elicited from one culture may not be perceived correctly by other cultures and may lead to misperception.
Prosody (intensity, vocal pitch, rhythm, rate of utterance) in speech plays a major role in expressing emotions and can be intentionally modified to communicate different feelings [43] . In this paper, we investigated the expressive synthetic voices cross which was perceived by different ethnic groups using two different features (duration and intensity). Results show similarities as well differences in the perception rate among ethnics. Thus, it is apparent that speech features, such as duration and intensity, play a vital role in order to project the emotions as intended, especially in a cross-cultural setting. Careful consideration of these features is essential in developing a model for agents in real-time application which supports the social nature of culture-specific interactions in a cross-cultural setting. 
Prosody (intensity, vocal pitch, rhythm, rate of utterance) in speech plays a major role in expressing emotions and can be intentionally modified to communicate different feelings [43] . In this paper, we investigated the expressive synthetic voices cross which was perceived by different ethnic groups using two different features (duration and intensity). Results show similarities as well differences in the perception rate among ethnics. Thus, it is apparent that speech features, such as duration and intensity, play a vital role in order to project the emotions as intended, especially in a cross-cultural setting. Careful consideration of these features is essential in developing a model for agents in real-time application which supports the social nature of culture-specific interactions in a cross-cultural setting.
In our future work, we would like to extend the experiment using different corpora and ethnic groups in order to obtain more detailed findings on human perception and other features that should be considered when modelling artificial agents.
